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2 Gas Flow Models

Gas network optimization takes the general form

min
𝑥

𝑓(𝑥) 

s. t.  𝑔 𝑥 ≤ 0, 
     (1)

where 𝑔(𝑥) includes gas flow constraints, detailed below 

for pipe 𝑚𝑛 (Correa-Posada et al., IEEE Trans Power Syst, 2015).

Momentum equation (Weymouth equation):

𝜙𝑚𝑛𝑡
2 = 𝐾𝑚𝑛

𝜙
𝑝𝑚𝑡

2 − 𝑝𝑛𝑡
2      (2)

Continuity equation (Linepack relation):

𝑙𝑚𝑛𝑡 − 𝑙𝑚𝑛 𝑡−1 = 𝛥𝑡 𝜙𝑚𝑛𝑡
in − 𝜙𝑚𝑛𝑡

out

𝑙𝑚𝑛𝑡 = 𝐾𝑚𝑛
𝑙 𝑝𝑚𝑡 + 𝑝𝑛𝑡      (3)
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Technical limits on mass flow and pressure:
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𝑝𝑚𝑛 ≤ 𝑝𝑚𝑡 ≤ 𝑝
𝑚𝑛

, 𝑝𝑚𝑛 ≤ 𝑝𝑛𝑡 ≤ 𝑝
𝑚𝑛

    (5)

SOC dynamic (second-order cone relaxation):

The nonconvex Eq. (2) is relaxed to second-order cone 

(SOC) and linear constraints:
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≤ 𝛾𝑚𝑛𝑡 .

To tighten the relaxation, we augment the objective 

function with penalty terms as 𝑓 𝑥 + σ 𝜏 𝛾𝑚𝑛𝑡.

SOC static (static approximation):

For pipes with small volume, i.e., small 𝐾𝑚𝑛
𝑙 , Eq. (3) 

simplifies to

𝜙𝑚𝑛𝑡 = 𝜙𝑚𝑛𝑡
in = 𝜙𝑚𝑛𝑡

out .     (7)

Linear static (linear approximation):

For short pipes, i.e., large 𝐾𝑚𝑛
𝜙

, Eq. (2) simplifies to

𝑝𝑚𝑡 = 𝑝𝑛𝑡 ,      (8)
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𝑝
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2 .

Summary of gas flow models and their complexity factors

*Integer variables model flow directions in bidirectional pipes.
†Integer variables are fixed in the proposed solution procedure.

Gas flow modeling is key to gas network optimizations, 

e.g., economic dispatch of hydrogen (Zheng et al., CSEE J 

Power Energy Syst, 2022) and expansion planning of natural 

gas networks (Borraz-Sánchez et al., INFORMS J Comput, 2016). 

However, the equations governing gas flow dynamics are 

computationally challenging for optimization on an 

annual horizon. Hence, we propose a procedure that 

combines gas flow models according to pipe properties 

and accuracy requirement for efficiently solving 

optimizations with gas flow dynamics.

Pressure drop error, 𝑝𝑚𝑡
2 − 𝑝𝑛𝑡

2 − 𝜙𝑚𝑛𝑡
2 /𝐾𝑚𝑛

𝜙
, measures the deviation 

from Eq. (2). The error of the SOC models lies in the hatched areas 

and is typically close to zero due to the penalty terms. But the error of 

the linear static model grows with mass flow, up to 𝜙
𝑚𝑛

cs 2
/𝐾𝑚𝑛

𝜙
.

Gas supply cost can be optimized by leveraging the linepack 

flexibility of pipes, which acts as network storage. Static models do 

not capture linepack flexibility in Eq. (3), and, therefore, may yield 

suboptimal solutions.

We apply the solution procedure for 

minimizing gas supply cost. Pipe 

aggregation reduces the 24-pipe 

Belgian gas network to 17 pipes.

Panel 1: Capturing more pipes with the 

SOC dynamic model reduces the 

pressure drop error. As pipes are rarely 

operated close to their cross-section 

capacities, the 95th percentile of the 

error is below 14% of the tolerance.

Panel 2: Static models neglect 

linepack flexibility and overestimate gas 

supply costs up to 2.0%. This should be 

weighed against other cost-driving 

uncertainties such as the gas price 

forecast to guide model selection.

Panel 3: The solution time increases 

superlinearly with the horizon length 

and the number of pipes with the SOC 

dynamic model. Thus, we boost 

computational efficiency through pipe 

aggregation and selectively using the 

SOC dynamic model.

Step 4 in the solution procedure boosts 

the computational performance and 

tightens the 95th percentile of the 

relaxation gaps to 0.03%, while 

containing the suboptimality to 0.3% in 

95% of the instances.

3 Accuracy Metrics

4 Results

1 Introduction

  

    

  

    

   
                

                

                          

                                      

  
 

  
 

  
 

  
 

             

               

Model Constraints Time-

linking

Nonlinear Mixed-

integer*

SOC dynamic (3,4,5,6) × × ×†

SOC static (4,5,6,7) × × 

Linear static (4,5,7,8)

                          

                                      

    

   

  

    

 
                                                       

Panel 1

Panel 2

Panel 3

Accuracy metric Dimension Object of assessment

Pressure drop error Static accuracy
SOC relaxation of (2) to (6)

Linear approximation of (2) to (8)

Gas supply cost Dynamic accuracy Static approximation of (3) to (7)

 
  
  
 
  
  
  
 
  
  
 
 

4 Solution Procedure

5. Solve the optimization, Eq. (1), using the linear static and SOC dynamic models

4. Using the static solution, fix the flow directions and set the linearization point in Eq. (6) and the penalty coefficient 𝜏

3. Solve the optimization, Eq. (1), using the linear static and SOC static models

2. Classify network pipes based on a prespecified tolerance for pressure drop error

1. Aggregate parallel and series pipes, while preserving total linepack and flow relations

𝛽 = 𝑝
𝑚𝑛
2

− 𝑝𝑚𝑛
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 Decarbonization of the built-environment is increasingly becoming important.

 P2H2P systems are emerging in urban energy landscape. 

 This work studies the flexibility of P2H2P in a multi-energy buildings/districts. 

 E-hub Tool of Empa is used to perform the design and 
operation optimization of P2H2P system in multi-
family house (MFH) at Brütten, Switzerland.

 P2H2P can provide short-term and long-term flexibility in the multi-energy system, see Fig. 4 - 5. 

 Under the given boundary conditions, an autarkic P2H2P system is technically feasible. 

 Sector coupling enabled through P2H2P system including seasonal storage can partially mitigate seasonal imbalance in energy supply and demand. 
 Hydrogen is expected to have good potential at the national and regional scale, more in-depth studies are needed to analyse boundary conditions under which it is also 
a viable solution for the district scale. 

2 CONTRIBUTION

 A hydrogen-based multi-energy system is modelled with a mixed-integer 
linear programming based Ehub optimization tool.

 Quantitative assessment of the performance of P2H2P system including 
short and long-term flexibility. 

 The P2H2P system is optimized to minimize total 
energy costs under autarkic constraints. 

 The energy demand for MFH Brütten is 
obtained using measured data. Annual 
electricity, space heating and hot water 
demand are 22, 28 and 10 MWh, resp.  

Figure 1: Schematic of P2H2P system in MFH Brütten

Figure 3: Measured electricity, hot water and 
space heating demand profiles

Figure 4: Cross-sector utilization and flexibility of hydrogen, electricity and heat 
energy carrriers

Figure 5: Hourly energy storage levels of different energy carriers 

Figure 2: Representation of P2H2P MFH Brütten in 
Ehub tool
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 Multi-family house Brütten: A fully autarkic P2H2P 
system in operation since 2016 in Switzerland with a 
energy reference area of 1328 m2, consists of 9 
apartments. 

 It consists of 79 kWp roof-top PV and 47 kWp façade 
PV, 14.5 kW electrolyser, 6.2 kW fuel cell, 28 kWth
heat pump, 129 kWh battery, 8700 kWh thermal 
storage and 10000 kWh hydrogen storage. 
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2 METHODOLOGY

3 Simulation of grid-level heat pump 
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With an increasing number of heat pumps in Switzerland, space heating and 
domestic hot water loads will soon represent a significant share of the electricity 
demand. For the electrical grid, it is advantageous if large loads may be operated 
flexibly. Buildings can provide such flexibility through utilization of their thermal 
inertia. By storing energy within the building itself, heat pump loads may be shifted 
away from peak periods, or towards periods with excess production.

This work aims to quantify the load-shifting potential from buildings. To this end, 
dynamic building models were developed based on information from publicly 
available databases ([1][2]). These models are simulated at a community level to 
investigate the effect of grid-level interventions (e.g. heat pump curtailment) and 
local heat pump control strategies.

2 CONTRIBUTION TO PATHFDNR
A major goal of WP2 is to provide recommendations regarding operational 
strategies for local energy networks. The flexibility available from end user 
loads is a critical piece of knowledge to conduct such analysis.

This work contributes to this goal by assessing the shifting potential of heat 
pumps serving building heating loads. Such flexibility recommendations serve 
as an input to simulation frameworks at the district multi-energy system level 
constructed by our partners in WP2.

• Dynamic building models are simulated in parallel. The grid 
operator signals heat pumps to be curtailed at 06:00.

• Simulated heat pumps are not forced to remain off. Rather, the 
building thermostat enters the ‘free cooling’ phase, such that the 
building is allowed to cool only until it reaches the minimum 
temperature of 19°C, upon which the heat pump re-activates.

• Power reduction of 42.5% over 2 hours by resetting buildings 
with 𝜏 > 50 hrs.

Parameters

Community: Liestal, BL

Number of buildings: 2411

Maximum heating power: 38 MW

Ripple signal

Property Value
Year 1908
Area 128 m!

Construction Heavy
Annual heating 325 kWh/m!

Heat pump power 3.3 kW
Time const, 
𝜏 = 𝐶"#$%𝑅"#$%

37 hrs

Simulation of a community of 2411 buildings

𝐶"#$%
𝜕𝑇&
𝜕𝑡

=
1

𝑅"#$%
𝑇& − 𝑇'(" + 𝑔 ∗ 𝐺𝐻𝐼 + �̇�)

Dynamic building models

𝑇!
𝑅"#$%

𝑇&'"

�̇�(
𝐶"#$%

𝑔 ∗ 𝐺𝐻𝐼

Data from public databases:

Simulation of individual building dynamics

e.g. for one single family home

Flexibility provision from thermal inertia of 
buildings
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Seldom is thermal energy stored or used to bridge the seasonal energy gap in 
Switzerland, despite the residential sector alone using nearly one third of total 
energy consumption; with 50 % from oil and gas burning1. To reduce CO2
emissions significantly, flexible integrated energy systems utilizing renewable, 
sustainable generation and energy storage technologies that enables sector 
coupling are required. These systems are crucial to reach the net zero goal by
2050 of the Swiss climate strategy2.

To analyse integrated systems of various designs and compositions of generation 
and storage technologies, it is necessary to have validated models that accurately 
describe the system and its operational characteristics. 

In assembling a suite of models based on an identified set of modelling requirements from 
WP2, energy generation technologies and storage technologies have both been 
considered. Models at various levels of complexity and time-resolution exist and are 
being developed – the goal being that analysis is conducted in the most efficient manner; 
utilizing models at the appropriate level of detail for the degree of insights required (e.g.
only using more complex models when dynamic system behaviour is of interest).

It is crucial that models, especially when simplified, nonetheless retain the critical pieces 
of information necessary to arrive at correct outcomes and insights. An example of this is 
Thermal Energy Storage (TES) systems that must include operational temperatures within 
models rather than simply gross energetic content – leading potentially to infeasible 
flexibility outcomes. Key performance indicators (KPIs) for each of the technologies 
are identified, and agreed upon by experts, allowing subsets of these KPIs to be used as 
a general method of comparison between conceptualised, existing, and optimized 
systems3. Figure 1 shows the adopted methodology and how these activities relate.

Application of simplified energy balance modelling to a planned seasonal 
thermal energy storage system (Figures 2 and 3), envisioned as a sustainable 
and relatively inexpensive solution to bridging the seasonal energy gap for 
small to medium sized residences4, is readily achieved. Relatively simple 
steady-state (with the exception of the storage itself) component models are 
used to rapidly estimate the suitability and/or feasibility of implementing 
such a system under various scenario conditions.

Here, one can explore practical insights in how the system would respond to 
changes to the physical and economic environmental variables. We see how the 
temperature levels would plausibly develop and oscillate within the envisioned 
seasonal storage during the first and subsequent two years of operation. Such 
modelling allows engineers to extract insights, say, the amount of heat 
available from the storage at a particular temperature throughout the year, 
as a way of estimating the relative utility of installing such a storage to meet a 
particular heating demand seen in a test scenario. A relatively easy question 
could be: would such a system operate in a manner that allows residents to have 
reliable access to domestic hot water throughout the year? A more complex 
inquiry could be: How can such TES systems contribute to the flexibility 
characteristics of the overall energy system?

Next steps are to complete validation of the seasonal TES model using existing 
validated transient models and field data.

2 CONTRIBUTION TO PATHFNDR

Specifically, the contributions are to provide validated component models of 
a range of generation and storage technologies, at various levels of 
complexity and dynamic detail. In this poster, an application of modelling an 
integrated system using water-based seasonal energy storage is shown.

To identify viable renewables integration pathways and the potential for energy 
systems flexibility, this portfolio of validated models is necessary to facilitate 
conceptual system design, feasibility analysis, as well as eventually operational 
and techno-economic optimization of such systems. These models will be 
used to inform scenario analysis in Work Package 2.

Figure 3: Simulated temperature profile of the water-based seasonal thermal energy storage showing how tank temperatures
develop and change throughout the year in accordance with seasonal charging and discharging behaviour. The modelled
location used weather data from the city of Luzern.
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Pump
Storage: Water-based
sensible storage with
possibility of discharge
through heat pump.
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Figure 2: A conceptual
layout for an integrated
energy system for a 
residential application, 
including some example
key performance
indicators of the chosen
storage technology.

Figure 1: Model 
development (e.g. TES) 
for integrated systems in 
WP3.

Feasible sector coupling
and flexibility analysis of
energy systems in WP2 
scenarios ensured via 
appropriately described
TES models.
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2.1 METHODOLOGY: Scheduling

3 RESULTS
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q Investigate benefits of coupling electricity network to hydrogen storage systems

q Control interaction between different types of energy storage (battery energy 
storage  and hydrogen energy storage)                
à Need to consider longer time horizons à larger problem

q Show feasibility of a combined scheduling of the network energy exchange and 
the hydrogen storage system. 

q Develop Simple Linearized Control Models for PEM FC/EL

q Scenario-based MILP 

q Linearized AC-OPF and linearized resource models1

q Week-ahead Scheduling à Active Power Trajectory at the GCP + Unit Commitment

q Solution through (rolling) reduced MILP and iterative LP solution

q Real-time two-layer MPC2 using expected power profiles and unit commitment schedule

q Upper layer: determine storage target using full horizon

q Lower layer: Minimize tracking error in current period

2 CONTRIBUTION TO PATHFDNR
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q Develop and Validate  Linearized Models for Fuel Cell / Electrolyzer
Systems

q Provide a framework for scheduling and balancing on weekly timescales

q Couple Electricity Network with a Hydrogen Storage System
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2.2 METHODOLOGY: Modelling
q PEM Electrolyzer Modelling3

q Static Model4 (Fast dynamics, slow control, 
constant temperature)

q Calibrate voltage efficiency model to static 
response
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2 METHODOLOGY

3 Preliminary Results
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• Asses the four most promising powertrain technologies for the future (diesel, 

natural gas, fuel cell, battery-electric), their related ecosystem, and its members.

• Evaluate innovation diffusion aspects like availability, cost, demand, and policy 

for the technology transition.

• Analyze decision making process under uncertainty to improve strategic 

foresight1.

• RQ: How does technology substitution towards sustainable innovations occur in 

ecosystem?

Investigating by an qualitative case study approach as this method is in particular 

suitable for understanding the ‘how’ and ‘why’.

By focus on the case of domestic road freight transport in Switzerland, we contribute to 

PATHFNDR aims and goals of decarbonization of Switzerland. The case setting can 

clearly be observed in isolation due to the heavy vehicle charge tax (LSVA).

In analyzing the adoption of new trucks, we asses the impact of the diffusion aspects 

for new technology by a heterogenous group of ecosystem members, i.e. truck buyers. 

Currently, we are interviewing additional truck owners for understanding their 

investment decision towards a specific technology. We plan a common workshop with 

informants (expert and informant interviewees) to present our findings to strengthen our 

construct validity.

• The ecosystem for road freight transportation relies on 

different coupling2. The coupling between actors derive 

from the complementors providing the energy for the 

powertrain (i.e., fuel, H2, [bio]gas, or electricity).

• The powertrain technologies require OEM to focus on 

technological change3. Focus on existing technologies for 

improvement (efficiency) or explore new technologies 

(effectiveness)

• Changes of the powertrain technology trigger changes in 

the ecosystem – new entries begin to compete with 

incumbents (new truck manufacturers vs. traditional truck 

OEM, utility firms vs. oil & gas firms)

• Active scouting by truck transport firm increases the 

openness towards new technologies.

• Proximity to the final customer, public procurement, and 

exemption from heavy vehicle charge tax (LSVA) are 

essential criteria that promote the adaptation of new 

technologies. 

2 CONTRIBUTION TO PATHFDNR

• Sustainable drive technologies are the key to decarbonizing the Swiss 

mobility sector.

• The dominant drive technology for the long-term future is battery electric. 

However, it remains unclear whether and for how long bridging technologies 

such as hydrogen or natural gas will be used.

• Customers can currently choose between old and new technologies. To 

accelerate the transition of propulsion technologies, it is important to 

understand the critical factors that influence the readiness to adopt more 

sustainable technologies.

Actor Type Counter

Authority 1

Association 2

Gas Stations 0 yet – do you have contacts?

OEM 5

Research Institutions 1

Suppliers 1

User 5

Total 15

Data collection in two phases

1. Expert interviews to get an overview about the field (Delphi study)

2. Informant interviews to explore the purchase process of truck owners

➔ Started with phase 2

mailto:lmiehe@ethz.ch
mailto:lmiehe@ethz.ch
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METHODOLOGY

PRELIMINARY RESULTS
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• Assess quantitatively the contribution of three cost-reduction mechanism 

(economies of scale, learning by doing, technology performance improvements) 

to the evolution of renewable hydrogen costs

• Evaluate alternative scaling-up pathways and plant-design strategies for water 

electrolysis based on distributed and centralized renewable hydrogen production

• Analyze the impact of low and high hydrogen demand levels and the sensitivity 

of cost evolution pathways to parametric uncertainty

The evolution of renewable hydrogen production costs 

is simulated using a techno-economic model than 

considers economies of scale, learning by doing, and 

technology improvements at the water electrolysis 

plant system and component level. 

Water electrolysis plants have four main components: 

electrolyzers, power supply, gas conditioning, and 

balance of plant. 

Each component has an associated scaling factor and 

experience curve. Technology performance 

improvements from innovation efforts are aggregated 

in the overall system efficiency and stack lifetime.

Reference case: 1 GW electrolysis plant, 10 MW electrolyzers

Alternative plant-design strategies strategies:

- Flexibility (1 electrolyzer : 1 power supply block) - Modular 2 (2:1)

- Modular 4 (4:1) - Scale (N:1)

CONTRIBUTION TO PATHFDNR

• Renewable hydrogen is a potential solution for the decarbonization of hard-

to-abate sectors and could contribute to Switzerland’s energy security1 and 

economy2

• However, hydrogen from water electrolysis powered with renewable 

electricity remains costly and scarce in Switzerland and abroad3

• Policymakers and practitioners can choose to prioritize different cost-

reduction mechanisms and scaling-up strategies, each with specific 

opportunities, risks, and trade-offs

Conceptual representation of the techno-economic model and the three strategic variables considered.

Contribution of cost-reduction mechanisms in the reference case (preliminary) Cost-comparison across plant-design and scale-up strategies (preliminary)

mailto:anunez-jimenez@ethz.ch
https://esc.ethz.ch/expert-groups/security-of-supply.html
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.enpol.2023.113768
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.apenergy.2020.115011
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2 Methodology - MANGOpol

3 Results: testing phase on fictitious case
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• Decarbonizing our energy systems requires policy mixes that address both supply and 

demand in various sectors, which a single policy instrument cannot achieve.

• To design effective policy mixes, it is crucial to have appropriate tools, particularly to account 

for the interaction between the policies and the socio-technical system2.

• Energy System Models (ESMs) are extensively used quantitative tools that can provide ex-

ante analysis, enabling policymakers to evaluate the impact of policies on various metrics

• Our study presents a new methodology to optimally co-design policy mixes and energy systems: 

MANGOpol.

• MANGOpol goes beyond a single decision-maker perspective and incorporates policy decisions 

endogenously to an ESM, not only accounting for which policies to implement, but also when to do so.

• Two modules constitute MANGOpol: the Energy System Planner (ESP), which represents the techno-

economic energy system and is built using the MANGO3 model; and the Policy Mix Designer (PMD), which 

represents the policy mix configurations.

• The goal of the ESP is to minimize system cost, whereas, for the PMD, its multi-objective is both minimize 

CO2 and ensure that policies are cost-efficient, i.e. minimizing the total societal cost.

• The two modules operate using bi-level optimization, with a metaheuristic algorithm in the PMD (which acts 

as the leader) and mixed-integer linear program (MILP) in the ESP. 

• Currently working with a fictitious case study based on Swiss data to showcase 

the model’s potential, including heating and electricity systems with potential 

sector-coupling technologies such as heat pumps

• Policies includes a CO2 tax and subsidies for RES, storage, district heating 

expansion and heat pumps., technology installment and operation bans, work 

capacity expansion, and demand reduction through energy efficiency measures.

• Initial results for the fictitious case study show confirm that a policy mix approach 

is more cost-efficient than a single policy such as a carbon price.

• MANGOpol is able to identify when and how stringent should the policy

decisions be, to decarbonize the energy system at a minimum cost throughout 

all the Pareto front of solutions.

• Additionally, other goals can be included in the model, such as minimizing 

government expenditure or aiming for a balanced policy mix. 

• Further analysis will use MANGOpol to identify suitable policy mixes for effective 

decarbonization of the Swiss electricity system and the Swiss building sector.

Policy mix 

designer

Energy 

system 

planner

Mix of policy

instruments & 

characteristics

Energy system

configuration

& performance

Techno-economic
parameters

Energy 
system
design

Policy 
design

Policy mix
parameters

Decarbonization strategies

How can policy mixes and energy system transformations be co-designed using ESMs, to 

ensure a successful and cost-efficient decarbonization of energy systems?

Figure 1: Pareto fronts of minimum societal cost and minimum CO2 emissions when using only a CO2 tax, 

subsidies, technology bans or a Policy mix. Note that each of the points of the pareto front represents a 

different policy mix and energy system configuration. Own elaboration.
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The conceptual idea behind a nanoverbund is to thermally connect 

close-by buildings. This thermal connection allows for an energy 

exchange between the participating buildings, similarly to "prosumer 

communities" (ger. ZEV – Zusammenschluss zum Eigenverbrauch) which 

are exchanging electrical energy behind a common metering point.

Especially in cases where the connected buildings possess different 

heating systems and/or renewable energy sources and storages, or 

differing energy demand profiles, interconnecting individual systems leads 

to synergies between the buildings, and may benefit the distribution grid 

operators supplying them.

Heating systems in buildings are designed to provide sufficient heating 

for the coldest expected days of the year. So, for most parts they are 

underutilized. A retrofitted nanoverbund can also provide more 

flexibility potential to upper layer distribution grid operators or energy 

providers. 

Especially in the presence of heterogeneous building energy systems, 

energy storage and conversion technology can be utilized for the benefit 

of all parties/stakeholders. A pilot site installation of three buildings in 

the City of Basel shall be operated by a flexibility aware control scheme 

in order to demonstrate the potential of the nanoverbund concept. 

Pilot Set up

Techno. model

Demand profiles

S-DSM

Edge

NCCR Automation

DeCarbCH

Building demand data, renewables potential 

Thermal network inputs

Coordination of decentral multi energy hubs

Flexibility aware control framework

Scenario constraints; Scenario settings

Background/Business Models for Ecosystem study

Constraints due to policy shifts

Model validation data

Demand validation data

WP7

Sympheny

Edge

NCCR Automation

DeCarbCH

Ecosystem considerations

Benchmarking data on Decentral control

Thermal validation data

Success stories

Adapted flexibility estimates

Adapted flexibility estimates

IWB

Data-workflow for automated data extraction billing  

Pilot Validation, roadmap for rollout, potential analysis 

4Sympheny
5IWB

WP9 (KTT)

PATHFNDR

WP6

WP3

WP2

WP1

WP7

PATHFNDR

WP6

WP3

WP2

WP1

Additionally to that, a stakeholder ecosystem study is conducted to 

understand the key aspect of each involved party.

In this project, the benefits of thermally connecting close-by buildings shall 

be investigated, quantified and demonstrated. Additionally, the necessary 

requirements for an overall economical case are analyzed.

Q1: What technology mix and technology setting lead to an economical 

and ecological nanoverbund?

Q2: Who has to engage with whom and when?

Q3: How to enable fairness between participants?

Q4: How does the gained flexibility aggregate on DSO level/can it reliably 

be utilized with benefits for all parties involved

CO2_eq

CHF

flexDSO

flexpot
nanoverbund KPIs
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4 PLANNING PHASE – OPTIMAL DESIGN
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This work deals with cost-effective generation of hydrogen and flexibility provision

from hydrogen generation sites. The following research questions were addressed:

Q1 – does the adoption of high-fidelity models affect the identified optimal design?

Q2 – how much can waste heat recovery reduce the levelised cost of hydrogen?

Q3 – how much flexibility can an hydrogen generation site provide?

2 CONTRIBUTIONS TO PATHFDNR

C1 – planning phase: under the hypothesis of perfect predictions,

development of a numerical tool for the optimal sizing and operation of

hydrogen generation sites and study of the impact of modelling level of fidelity;

C2 – planning phase: assessment of the economical benefits from sector

coupling between hydrogen generation sites and district heating networks;

C3 – operational phase: quantification of flexibility provision from the

operation of an hydrogen generation site and development of flexible control

strategies;

5 OPERATIONAL PHASE – FLEXIBILITY PROVISION 

4.1  Use of high-fidelity models

4.2  Benefits from sector coupling

The optimal sizes are compared for

different modelling level of fidelity for

the electrolyzer efficiency, 𝜂𝑒 ,with the

symbol n indicating the number of

breakpoints for the PWA

approximation.

The optimal configuration converges

for n≥2, indicating that n=2 ensures

results that are not affected by the to

the modelling level of fidelity.

When high fill level are measured in the storage

tanks, the maximum power can be provided for

short times;

The lower power bound has very sharp drops in

guaranteed duration when going from one power

level to the next. This is due to the non-convex

energy bounds;

3 METHODOLOGY – ENERGY SYSTEM AND NUMERICAL TOOLS

Boundary Conditions: Electricity and heat 

prices, irradiance.

Electrolyzer: Pe,nom

ṁH2,LP

Heat pump: SHP 

PV panels: PPV,peak

Battery: Cb

Grid

PPV

PB,ch PB,disch

Pimp

Pe

PHP QDHN

Qamb

QHP

Qe

Pc

ṁH2,HP

Compressor: Sc Storage: SH2,tank

Pexp

DHN

Planning phase: perfect forecasts.

Operational phase: case study of MOVE [2].

MOVE is a refuelling station for hydrogen vehciles with a PEM 

electrolyser of 186 kW.

MILP for operational cost minimization with PWA functions 

calibrated over historical data;

Quantification of flexibility through flexibility envelope [3].

Mixed integer linear programming (MILP) for the minimization of 

the levelised cost of hydrogen with the key components sizes 

and operational variables as design variables;

A desired hydrogen production of 100 kg/day is targeted;

Use of high-fidelity models from manufactures and literature [1];

Analysis of the operation of a representative case study

The concept of flexibility 

envelope [3]

A final LCOH=6.49 CHF/kg is

predicted;

The waste heat recovery (WHR)

ensure 12.19 kCHF/year of revenues

which reduces the LCOH by -2.8%

compared to solutions without WHR.

During winter season, heat is always

injected in the district heating network

when the electrolyzer is operating

(figure on the right);

313 MWhth/year injected into the DHN.

Optimal components’ sizes and 

capacities

𝜂𝑒
[-]

PPV, peak

[kW]

SHP

[kW]

Cb

[kWh]

Pe,nom

[kW]

Fixed

(nominal)
2480 90 200 360

Linear 2480 94 200 370

n=1 2480 96 200 380

n=2 2480 95 200 380

n=5 2480 95 200 380

n=10 2480 95 200 380
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Concept for the integration: Soft-linking of Nexus-e and SecMOD for transition pathway development
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• Time series of electricity demands of 

heat, mobility, and industrial sectors

• Installed sector-coupling technologies

• Installed capacity of power generation 

technologies

1 2

Multi-sector energy system model Detailed electricity grid and market model

Investment period

Progress of the integration

Next steps

Two-way connection for

transition pathway

Introduce flexibility options

in sector-coupled system

Investment period

Power-to-

Heat/Cold
Vehicle-

to-Grid

 ea  p mp for  ea  genera ion

Phase 1: One-way connection

Add import/export to 

SecMOD
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Tailored spatial aggregation and

disaggregation in SecMOD3
First results:

2050 Electricity Consumption

One-way 

connection 

successfully 

integrated

Largest 

inconsistency 

from no 

import/export in 

SecMOD

Phase 2 for the integration

Incorporate PATHFNDR 

scenarios
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2 METHODOLOGY

3 PRELIMINARY RESULTS: Losone
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Energy systems modelling can study the impact of the implementation of 

decarbonisation technologies and measures in multiple sectors, and therefore 

provide quantitative evidences to decision-making processes in the transition to a 

sustainable energy system by optimising selected objective functions such as 

minimising the costs and/or environmental impacts.

To identify the potential pathways to decarbonise the energy system in the 

municipalities in Switzerland, the demand and potential generation based on 

buildings in a region are estimated and then integrated with a multi-energy system 

model. The suitable technology mix and timeline are investigated in this 

framework.

Ehub optimisation tool, a multi-energy system modelling tool developed by 

Urban Energy Systems Laboratory in Empa, is integrated with the building 

renovation model CESAR-P (Combined Energy Simulation And Retrofitting 

– Python)1 and a Swiss-based PV potential estimation model developed by 

EPFL2.

Firstly, the building demand data (i.e. electricity, heating, and cooling) and 

potential building renovation strategies are simulated based on Swiss 

building database. Secondly, the PV generation potential and time-series 

profiles are estimated based on the building, meteorological data, and 

satellite images.

2 CONTRIBUTION TO PATHFDNR

A energy system modelling framework for a modelling a municipality or a 

region in Switzerland is developing to support the Losone case study in WP2, 

and later be able to apply to any regions in Switzerland.

This framework is expected to evaluate the impact of integrating low-carbon 

technologies (e.g. PV panels, EVs, heat pumps) and storage technologies (e.g. 

batteries, thermal energy storage) on overall costs and carbon emissions by 

considering climate and geographical conditions.

Municipality: Losone

Number of buildings: 1’879; number of roofs: 7’511

Available data: Building category/type, age, 

ground surface, number of floors, gross area…

Building data locations

At the end, the data obtained from previous two steps and the data from 

other sources (e.g. technology data, energy commodity prices, emissions 

data…etc.)3 are fed into ehub tool for costs and carbon emissions 

optimisation.

Building

modelling1

PV

estimation2

Energy

system

simulation

PV installation (BFE, 2023)

• Installed capacity: 3.5 MW

• No of plants: 187

• Average capacity: 19 kW

• Min. capacity: 1.75 kW

• Max. capacity: 351 kW

PV potential estimation

• Suitable PV area: 91’705 m2

• Potential capacity: 17.4 MW

• No of suitable building: 1’368

• No of suitable roofs: 1’648

Assumptions:

• Available area > 8 m2

• Exclude north-facing roofs with 

an aspect angel > 90°

Time-series generation profile (per building)

Wind profile (normalised)

summer profile (normalised)

Estimation vs. reality

Estimation: 10 kW

Installed: 1.75 kW

(2016)

Estimation: 6 kW

Installed: 17.55 kW (2020)
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2 WORK-PLAN

3 TIME-LINE
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• Decentral renewables production and electrification of transport and heat 

sectors may lead to increasing peak-load and therefore an  increasing grid-

expansion need

• Network tariffs could provide incentives for loads to reduce grid peak-load

• Network tariffs need to be designed appropriately to avoid rebound peaks or 

increasing energy production cost.

WP2) Simulation of different tariff grid designs:

• Pre-test: focus on designing and testing WebAPI for communicating tariff signals.

• Vario tariff & pilot group: testing performance of different tariff designs.

2 CONTRIBUTION TO PATHFDNR

• Simulation of tariff impacts on grid peak-load (EMPA, ZHAW and Siemens) 

which can be used to compare the efficiency of tariffs against market based 

flexibility procurement in PATHFNDR WP2.

• Field-test of tariff designs in Groupe-E grid to identify and solve technical 

implementation issues and test the acceptance of tariff designs developed in 

PATHFNDR WP7.

Simulations may include the following grid tariff design variations1:

▪ proportional to d-1 load forecast

▪ increase "constant price range" and "max price“

▪ proportional to real-time load

▪ synchronize tariff for feed-in and withdrawals

▪ add price signal for spotprice

▪ Locational differentiation

▪ ... 

Price [€/MWh]

+VOLL

Load of grid 

(elements?)

[MWh]

Max Injection Max Withdrawal

-VOLL

0

WP1) Field test of tariff designs:

• Selected tariff designs from the 

simulation, will be tested during 

a field-study with a pilot group 

of Groupe-E customers.

• Based on the results of the 

simulations and the pilot group, 

Groupe-E’s  will adjust its 

“vario” tariff, which can be 

selected by any of residential 

customers in their grid area.

4 INTERIM RESULTS

Tasks Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Handing in P&D proposal X

1.1 Pre-test preparation

1.1  Pre-test implementation

1.2 Vario tariff preparation

1.2 Vario tariff implementation

2.1 Pre-test preparation

2.1  Pre-test implementation

2.2 Vario tariff preparation U U

2.2 Vario tariff implementation
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• Groupe-E Grid-load 

strongly correlated 

with spot price.

• Tariff proportional to 

grid-load could 

reduce both grid 

peak-load and 

energy production 

cost2.
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2 THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

3 RESULTS
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• Fossil gas prices in Europe exceeded 300 €/MWh in 2022, this is 15 times the 

previous long-term average of 20 €/MWh.

• As a residual monopolist, Russia benefited from price increases following its 

supply reductions of fossil gas to Europe to the detriment of Swiss and other 

European customers. This is also a result of price formulas in long-term supply 

contracts that reference spot prices.

• Many scholars pointed to tariffs to reduce Russian oil and gas profits. We 

compare tariffs to the alternative of import price caps.

In a theoretical paper, we show that:

• A foreign monopoly reduces quantity to increase 

prices

• It increases the quantity even further after the 

introduction of a tariff on imports

• An import price cap removes the monopolist’s 

incentive to reduce quantities

• Compared to any tariff, there exists a price cap that 

makes both parties better off

• We find that an import price cap on Russian gas is advantageous 

compared to a tariff.

• This is due to Russia’s (residual) monopoly power over Europe’s 

residual gas demand.

• We show that for any tariff there exists a price cap that makes both 

Europe and Russia better off.

• Consequently, compared to imposing a tariff, Europe could always 

design a price cap that could have given Russia the same welfare (so 

it is equally likely to accept), but makes Europe better off.

• To impose a price cap, Europe should exercise its own market power, 

appointing a single European entity buying gas from Russia and re-

selling domestically in European spot markets. 

2 TACKLING THE ENERGY CHALLENGE

• The PATHFNDR Consortium is concerned about the current energy crisis.

• The consortium aimed to provide policymakers and the media with science-

based insights that can help address the current challenges. 

• The findings presented are results that are conducted within PATHFNDR 

and with co-authors outside of PATHFNDR to tackle the energy crisis.

Tariff

€/MWh

Quantity
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pT

Residual demand 

for Russian gas by Europe

Tariff reduces 

quantity further

Domestic price 

increases with tariff
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T
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Import price cap

Residual demand 

for Russian gas by Europe
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An import price cap dominates a tariff
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2 MODEL SCREENING AND SELECTION

3 SIMULATION AND MULTISTEP-AHEAD PREDICTION RESULTS
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Heat pumps (HP) coupled with thermal energy storages (TES)
can be optimized to reduce carbon footprint and used as a
source of flexibility to support energy system operation when
combined with model predictive control. However, to scale in a
multitude of buildings, the transferability of the modeling and
control policies into heterogeneous systems is crucial. To this
end, data-driven approaches have received considerable
attention as they can reduce modeling efforts and support a
cost-efficient implementation.

2 CONTRIBUTION TO PATHFDNR

Systematic comparison of models calibrated with
real-world variable-speed HPs combined with
TES units. The transferability of the modelling
approach is evaluated using two facilities (NEST,
RSE Lab) with heterogeneous sizing and
configuration (Table 1) for both heating and
cooling operations.

Table 1:  Characteristics of case studies

The screening process led to the identification of two feasible HP-TES system
models, both linear: a hybrid (grey-box) and a fully data-driven model (black-box).
The models are presented in a generic descriptor state-space representation:

where matrix E allows for the formulation of combined static and dynamic models.
I) Coupled fully data-driven and dynamic model

II) Decoupled hybrid static and dynamic (mixed) model

With the following definition:

Two dynamic regression-based state-space modeling techniques, namely Sparse
Identification of Non-Linear DYnamics with control (SINDYc) and Dynamic Mode
Decomposition with control (DMDc) are used to identify first-order dynamic models
[1]. For model variables with negligible dynamics, static models, identified with
LASSO regression, have been evaluated. A screening of model characteristics,
such as model type (Static/Dynamic, Linear/Non-Linear), sampling time (1 minute,
15 minutes) and the prediction horizon (1 hour, 5 hours), was conducted to identify

Key to the model design and evaluation process was the ease of model
interpretation provided by the methods used. The transparency ensures the choice
of stable and intuitive models.The results show that the methodology can be applied
to systems with different scales which indicates transferability. The decoupled hybrid
model has proven to be more suitable for use in an optimal control framework. It
provides good performance for short-term prediction and long-term simulation. In
contrast, the fully data-driven dynamic model, which only applies to the RSE Lab,
suffers from a delay of the HP dynamics, leading to a drift of the tank temperature for
long-term simulations.In the future, extended tank temperature two-state models
would allow for a more accurate state-of-charge estimation.

To facilitate the comparison of the prediction performance for different systems in
Figure 3, the RMSE is normalized with the standard deviation of the respective
measurements. Linear and non-linear dynamic average tank temperature models
as well as linear two-state models with a coupled upper and lower tank
temperature perform well for both case studies and heating and cooling
operations. The coupled fully data-driven model identified with DMDc performes
poorly for NEST and is therefore not depicted. This is mainly due to the faster and
therefore less observable dynamics compared to the RSE Lab.

Figure 4: Simulation 
results for both case

studies and operation
modes

Figure 3: Prediction performance of selected 15 minutes sampling time models

suitable models and
combinations for HP and
TES variables. Figure 2
shows all feasible com-
binations of model var-
iables, methods, sampling
time, and model types
that result in stable
models.

Figure 2:  Screening results of feasible models
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3 Methodology

4 Preliminary Results

Electric vehicle (EV) charging flexibility is limited by: 
● Driver behaviour and preferences1,
● Charging infrastructure availability1, and
● Implementation1, e.g. direct vs. pricing.

Switzerland’s plan to roll-out EV charging infrastructure will affect EV demand, limit 
EV flexibility, and affect the electricity system2. 

We aim to improve those impacts by (1) understanding the connection with EV 
flexibility, (2) simulating the interplay of actors deploying charging infrastructure, 
and (3) testing the influence of policies to inform an efficient roll-out plan.  
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Case 1

With high VRE and transmission congestion, Germany 
has high demand for intraday EV flexibility. How does 
shifting between home and workplace charging help? 

Case 2

With large seasonal variations due to hydro and 
growing solar PV, Switzerland has different demands 
for EV flexibility. Results: work in progress.

2 Contribution to PATHFDNR
Link to WP2: To obtain the required flexibility from EVs, what is the optimal mix 
of home vs. work vs. public charging stations? 

How will the deployment of stations evolve given the interplay between different 
charging station providers and charging network operators?

Link to WP7: How do policies impact those firms’ decisions? What policies lead 
to that optimal mix?

This work contributes to Task 6.2: Technological innovation and the interplay 
between firms at value chain level. 

i. Infrastructure ↔ Behaviour  ↔ Demand Flexibility ii. Review/Model Policies Affecting Deployment iii. Model Interplay of Firms and Individual Decisions

1 2 3

4

5

Home

HomeWork

Public

Charge Another Day

● Agent-based model of drivers and stations3

● Travel survey data
● Charging infrastructure availability
● Scenarios of driver preferences and behaviours
● Flexibility potential in each case

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Motorways_of_Switzerland

● Agent-based model of deployment for all actors4

● Interact month-by-month to simulate deployment
● Decision inputs include:

○ Demand by charger type and location
○ Costs (including effect of subsidies, learning)

● Influence on electricity demand and flex potential

Firm 1: 

Firm 2: 

Firm 3: 

Private - Single-family homes:
Subsidize new installations

Private - Multi-unit dwellings:
Mandate access for renters
Mandate stations in new buildings
Subsidize new installations

Private - Workplaces:
Subsidize new installations

Public:
Subsidize new installations
Regulate coverage per EV or km
Publicly owned networks

Any:
Favourable electricity rate designs
Accelerated permitting
Reward per user or per use

…

i. Infrastructure ↔ Behaviour  ↔ Demand Flexibility

Fig 1. Influence on demand profile and flexibility. Fig 2. Impact on 2050 planning with MANGOelec model5. 
Workplace case has lower total system costs. 
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2 METHODOLOGY

3 RESULTS
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• To estimate the total electricity and heat demand for single buildings as
well as aggregated at different levels, such as quarters and communities.

• Assessing the increasing share of electrified heating systems and their
respective electricity demand.

• Validation of the developed estimation methods based on real-world
consumption data.

Electricity demand estimation

2 CONTRIBUTION TO PATHFDNR

In the residential sector, space heating and domestic hot water contribute to
more than 80 % of the energy demand. Based on the thermal inertia of
buildings, the prediction of the heating demand/profile for buildings helps to
assess its flexibility and supports future sustainable energy systems. Accurate
estimation of representative electricity demand profiles for residential, and 
commercial sectors is essential to model and identify the peak usage periods
and patterns, and underpins the development of strategies for load
management and peak shaving.

Electricity demand estimation 

• based on building characteristics 
from the RBD1, and multiple- and 
single-family household aggregated 
consumption data4. 

• calibrated and validation based on 
real-world consumption data5.

The detailed workflow is displayed in 
the flow diagram. 

Building geometry
Building’s footprint, 
Number of floors, 
reference building

U-values per building 
class and construction 

period

Ventilation rate

Heat energy demand

Construction period, 
Building class

Properties of the air 

Temperature difference Hourly ambient 
temperature

Energy reference area

Heat Energy 
Performance Indicator

Heating demand 
measurements

H-value  (C-value)

Correction by regionHeating demand 
measurements

Heating demand estimation

• based on building characteristics from the 
RBD1, weather data from the Meteostat
and its Python library, and reference 
values from literature2

• calibrated and validation based on real-
world consumption data3.

The detailed workflow is displayed in the
flow diagram. 

• Validation of the BL-region-
calibrated model on test data. 
In the inset, smaller bins 
have been used to profit from 
the increased resolution.

• Hourly heat demand profile 
for space heating for 2020 of 
all residential buildings in 
Liestal (BL).

Heating demand estimation

Reference 
Communities

Chosen 
Community

Building 
Metadata 
(GWR3)

Real-world 
Measurement 
Data (CKW)

Community Composition Analysis

Representative 
Demand Profile

Archetype Analysis

Real-world 
Measurement 

Data 
(SwissStore)

Building 
Metadata 
(GWR3)

PLZ Communities
Modelled 
Demand 
(MWh/a)

Reported 
Demand 
(MWh/a)

Fraction of 
Reported

(-)

Normalised 
Demand 
(MWh/a)

Fraction of 
Reported

(-)

6043 Adligenswil 18’932 19’433 0.97 18’045 0.93
6212 Knutwil, Mauensee 6’977 9’890 0.71 8’461 0.86
6047 Horw 5’777 41’042 0.14 30’406 0.74
6217 Ettiswil 1’993 9’605 0.21 9’807 1.02
6243 Egolzwil 6’474 5’354 1.21 6’419 1.20
6044 Root, Udligenswil 8’630 9’429 0.92 8’469 0.90

6024
Hildisrieden, 
Neuenkirch 8’803 10’054 0.88 8’588 0.85

6242 Wauwil, Mauensee 9’756 8’310 1.17 8’753 1.05
6010 Kriens, Hergiswil (NW) 77’810 66’601 1.17 91’705 1.38
6231 Schlierbach 3’350 3’757 0.89 3’295 0.88

Average 14850 18348 0.83 19395 0.98

• Validation of the modelled 
demand for a range of 
communities in the Luzern 
region using reported 
consumption statistics from 
Kanton Luzern5. 

• Hourly electricity demand 
profile for 2022 of all 
residential buildings in 
Adligenswil, compared to 
CKW smart meter 
consumption data for the 
community.
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2 ENERGY MODELLING

3 ENVIRONMENTAL LCA: METAL REQUIREMENTS AND LAND USE
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Switzerland historically had a ‘winter problem’: an electricity
production deficit over the winter months. The planned
phase-out of nuclear and the roll-out of photovoltaic (PV)
panels, outlined by the EP2050+ roadmap [1], will only
exacerbate this problem because of PV’s seasonal
imbalance (fig.1), reaching net winter imports of almost 10
TWh. However, the availability of 10 TWh of net winter
imports in the future is not guaranteed, considering that
neighbouring countries will face similar levels of PV
penetration as they decarbonise [2,3]. In this study, we
assess different strategies (table 1) as possible mitigation
solutions to the winter problem, limiting Swiss net electricity
winter imports to 5 TWh.

Table 1: Mitigation strategies assessed in this study

To evaluate the environmental viability of the solutions, we further couple the energy model with a life-cycle
assessment (LCA) framework, comparing their metal and land requirements with EP2050+’s roadmap.

Scenario Characteristic compared to Baseline

Baseline EP2050+ Zero Basis roadmap [1]

Alpine PV • Allow Alpine PV, up to 13.0 GW and 22.0 TWh

DACCS • Allow natural gas imports, gas turbines with Post 
Combustion Capture, and use direct air capture for 
residual emissions

WIND • x2 wind turbine capacity

PV++ • Allow 20% more PV

CHP • x2 Combined-Heat & Power capacity

H2 • Allow hydrogen imports and gas turbines running on 
renewable methane

S/CCGT • Allow gas turbines running on renewable methane
RE MIX • All of the above allowed except DACCS

MIX • All of the above allowed

Using the Calliope software [4], we model a sector-coupled
energy system of Switzerland and its neighbours. We re-
create the EP2050+ roadmap and use it as a reference point
of comparison to assess possible solutions to the winter
problem. We enforce a maximum of 5 TWh of net winter
imports with an additional optimisation constraint.

4.6 GW

1.2 GW

3.75 GW

3.7 GW

5.4 GW

0.7 GW4.1 GW

3.0 GW

+ Imports of renewable fuels 
(diesel, methane)

Figure 1: Seasonal fluctuations of solar energy
reinforcing a seasonal supply-demand mismatch: the
winter problem

Figure 2: Model region
Figure 3: Economic cost, net winter imports and corresponding electricity mix in the different scenarios (preliminary results

4 CONCLUSION
• Mitigating the winter problem is feasible from technical, 

economic cost and environmental impacts 
perspectives. 

• Gas turbines with CCS are the cost-optimal solution, 
but come with other trade-offs: social acceptance, 
fossil fuel imports, reliance on unproven technologies 
at scale.

• Mitigation is also feasible in a fully renewable scenario 
(RE MIX), using more wind turbines and thermal plants 
running on renewable fuel.

• Sensitivity analyses showed that the most impacting 
factors were weather patterns, notably outside 
temperatures and water inflows in reservoirs.
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Figure 4: Environmental impacts of the proposed mitigation solutions (preliminary results)
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